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Abstract
A group G is knot-like if it is ﬁnitely presented of deﬁciency 1 and has abelianization G/G′  Z.
We prove the conjecture of E. Rapaport Strasser that if a knot-like group G has a ﬁnitely generated
commutator subgroup G′ then G′ should be free in the special case when the commutator G′ is
residually ﬁnite. It is a corollary of a much more general result : if G is a discrete group of geometric
dimension n with a ﬁnite K(G, 1)-complex Y of dimension n, Y has Euler characteristics 0, N is a
normal residually ﬁnite subgroup of G, N is of homological type FPn−1 and G/N  Z then N is
of homological type FPn and hence G/N has ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension vcd(G/N) =
cd(G) − cd(N). In particular either N has ﬁnite index in G or cd(N)cd(G) − 1.
Furthermore we show a pro-p version of the above result with the weaker assumption that G/N is
a pro-p group of ﬁnite rank. Consequently a pro-p version of Rapaport’s conjecture holds.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 20J05
0. Introduction
0.1. Introduction to Rapaport’s conjecture
A ﬁnitely presented group is called knot-like if it has abelianization Z and deﬁciency
1 [23]. By deﬁnition the deﬁciency of a group G is the maximum of n − r over all ﬁnite
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presentations of G, where n is the number of generators and r is the number of relations.
It was conjectured by E. Rapaport Strasser that if the commutator group G′ of a knot-like
group G is ﬁnitely generated then G′ should be free, and established in the case when
G is 2-generator, 1 relator group [23]. In this paper we prove the conjecture when G′ is
residually ﬁnite using some results of [12] about groups of deﬁciency 1 and some results
about higher dimensional homological -invariants of groups [4,5]. The paper [12] uses
substantially L2-homology methods i.e. the L2-Betti numbers of spaces and groups but
here we just apply already existing results without exploring further the L2-homology
technique. Note that by [12, Theorem 2 + Lemma 2] it follows that a knot-like group G
with ﬁnitely generated commutator is always of geometric dimension at most 2, hence is
of cohomological dimension at most 2.
By a result of Bieri if N is a normal subgroup in a group G of cohomological di-
mension cd(G) = 2 and N is of homological type FP2 then either N is free or N has
a ﬁnite index in G [2, Theorem B + Remark 5.4]. Then as observed in [12, Corollary,
p. 273] to prove Rapaport’s conjecture we are left to show that the commutator G′ is
of type FP2. Luckily there is a whole theory due to Bieri and Renz [4] that studies
when the commutator of a group H of homological type FPm is of the same homologi-
cal type FPm by the means of a homological invariant m(H,Z). A new approach to the
low dimensional case m = 1 of the m-invariant was suggested in [29] where geomet-
ric methods are applied. Later on this approach was generalised in [5] to show that for
a (left) Z[G]-module A of homological type FPm we have [] ∈ m(G,A) if and only if
TorZ[G]i (ẐG, A)=0 for all i=0, 1, . . . , m, where ẐG is the Novikov completion of Z[G]
at .
0.2. The main results in the discrete case
By deﬁnition a module A over a ring R is of homological type FPm if there is a projective
resolution of A with all modules in dimension at most m being ﬁnitely generated. A group
G is of type FPm if the trivial module Z is of homological type FPm over the group ring
Z[G]. A group G is said to be of geometric dimension at most n if there is a K(G, 1)
CW-complex Y of dimension n i.e. Y is a connected CW-complex of dimension n with
fundamental group isomorphic to G and i (Y ) = 1 for all i2. The geometric dimension
of G is the minimal possible dimension for such Y. If we assume further that there is
a ﬁnite K(G, 1) CW-complex Y of ﬁnite dimension, by deﬁnition the geometric Euler
characteristics of G is the Euler characteristics of the complex Y i.e. the alternating sum∑
i0 (−1)imi , wheremi is the number of cells ofY of dimension i. Note that the geometric
Euler characteristics coincides with the Euler characteristics for torsion-free groups of ﬁnite
homological type as deﬁned in [6, p. 247]. The following theorem is one of themain results of
this paper.
Theorem 1. Let G be a non-trivial discrete group of geometric dimension n with a ﬁnite
K(G, 1) CW-complex Y of dimension n such that the Euler characteristics of Y is zero i.e.
the geometric Euler characteristics of G is zero. Suppose that N is a residually ﬁnite normal
subgroup of G such that N is of homological type FPn−1 and G/N  Z. Then N is of
homological type FPn.
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Note that the condition on the geometric Euler characteristics of G cannot be removed
as the following example from [2] shows. Let G= F2 × F2 = 〈u, v〉 × 〈x, y〉 be the direct
product of two free groups of rank two. Let N be the kernel of the homomorphism of G to
Z sending u, y to 0 and v, x to 1. Then N is ﬁnitely generated by u, y, vx−1 but is not free,
and hence by [2, Theorem B + Remark 5.4] is not of homological type FP2. The group G
has geometric dimension 2, there is an obvious ﬁnite K(G, 1)-complex with one vertex,
four edges and four 2-cells, hence the geometric Euler characteristics of G is not 0.
The above example generalises to the free product Gn of n copies of F2. By the main
result of [18] the homological invariants up to dimension n form a strict chain n(Gn,Z) ⊂
n−1(Gn,Z) ⊂ · · · ⊂ 1(Gn,Z), hence Gn has a subgroup H containing the commutator
subgroup ofGn such thatH is of typeFPn−1 but not of typeFPn. Note thatGn has geometric
dimension n but its Euler characteristics is not 0.
We discuss several corollaries of Theorem 1. One of them, Corollary 2, proves the Ra-
paport’s conjecture when G′ is residually ﬁnite.
Corollary 1. Let G be a non-trivial discrete group of geometric dimension n with a ﬁnite
K(G, 1) CW-complex Y of dimension n such that the Euler characteristics of Y is zero i.e.
the geometric Euler characteristics of G is zero. Suppose that N is a residually ﬁnite normal
subgroup of G such that N is of homological type FPn−1 and G/N  Z. Then G/N has
ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension
vcd(G/N) = cd(G) − cd(N).
In particular either N has ﬁnite index in G or N has cohomological dimension at most
cd(G) − 1.
Corollary 2. LetGbea knot-like groupwith ﬁnitely generated, residually ﬁnite commutator
subgroup G′. Then G′ is free.
Finally we obtain some results that imply that the Euler characteristics is zero. Let X be
a ﬁnite aspherical polyhedron. By [11] if = 1(X) has a non-trivial centre then the Euler
characteristics (X)=0. This result was extended in [25] to the case when has non-trivial
normal abelian subgroup. Here we show a similar result holds for a different class of groups.
Theorem 2. Let X be a ﬁnite aspherical polyhedron and let G = 1(X). If ∞(G,Z) =⋂
i1 
i (G,Z) is non-empty then (X) = 0.
We observe that the condition that∞(G,Z) is non-empty is quite strong. It is equivalent
to the existence of a non-zero character  : G → R such that Z has homological type FP∞
as a left Z[G]-module. Though the group G from Theorem 2 is of type FP∞ in general
this property does not pass to submonoids. For example, for a ﬁnitely generated free group
F even the ﬁrst invariant 1(F,Z) is empty.
Corollary 3. Let X be a ﬁnite aspherical polyhedron and letG=1(X). If G has a subgroup
N of inﬁnite index in G, N is of type FP∞ and contains the commutator of G then (X)= 0.
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It will be interesting to ﬁnd out whether there are groups satisfying Corollary 3 that are
not soluble torsion-free constructible groups.
0.3. A result about the Kaplansky property
We say that a ring R with 1 	= 0 has the Kaplansky property if for any n1 and any two
matrices A,B ∈ Mn(R) if AB is the identity matrix In then BA = In. It is known that for
a ﬁeld k of characteristics zero and an arbitrary group G the group algebra k[G] has the
Kaplansky property [14, p. 122, 19,21, p. 38, Chapter 2.1] but it is still an open problem
whether this holds in positive characteristic, though some cases were recently proved in
[1]. In order to establish the results from the previous section we will need the following
theorem.
Theorem 3. Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group,  : G → R a non-zero character and N a
ﬁnitely generated, residually ﬁnite subgroup of Ker() such thatG′ ⊆ N . Then the Novikov
ring ẐG has the Kaplansky property.
0.4. The main results in the pro-p case
We consider the category of pro-p groups and show that a pro-p version of Rapaport’s
conjecture holds. Actually we show in Corollary 4 that a pro-p version of Theorem 1 holds.
It is interesting to note that the proofs in the pro-p case do not involve heavy machinery
as -invariants and L2-methods. By deﬁnition a pro-p module A in the category of pro-
p Zp[[G]]-modules is of homological type FPm if there is a projective resolution of A
in this category with all modules in dimension at most m being (topologically) ﬁnitely
generated. A pro-p group G is of homological type FPm if the ring of the p-adic numbers
Zp considered as trivial pro-p Zp[[G]]-module is of homological type FPm. When G is a
pro-p group of cohomological dimension cdp(G) = n and homological type FPn it has an
Euler characteristics deﬁned by
G =
cd(G)∑
i=0
(−1)idimFp (Ĥ i(G, Fp)).
In order not to confuse the homology, cohomology,Tor andExt functors in the pro-p category
with the corresponding functors in the abstract categorywe use upper hat to denote the above
functors in the category of pro-p groups and pro-p modules. Furthermore we use vcdp and
cdp to denote the virtual cohomological dimension and the cohomological dimension of
pro-p groups.
Theorem 4. Let G be a pro-p group of cohomological dimension cdp(G) = n, of homo-
logical type FPn and let G have Euler characteristics 0. Suppose that N is a closed normal
subgroup of G such that N is of homological type FPn−1, N 	= G, Fp[[G/N ]] is left and
right Noetherian (abstractly or topologically is the same) and the completed group algebra
Fp[[G/N ]] does not have zero divisors.
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Then N is of homological type FPn andG/N has ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension
vcdp(G/N) = cdp(G) − cdp(N).
In particular as G/N is inﬁnite the virtual cohomological dimension of G/N is not zero,
hence the cohomological dimension cdp(N) is at most cdp(G) − 1.
Note that the pro-p completion of the example of a subgroup H of G = F2 × F2 given
after Theorem 1 shows that in Theorem 4 the condition on the Euler characteristics cannot
be dropped in the case cdp(G) = 2. As corollaries of Theorem 4 we obtain the following
results.
Corollary 4. Let G be a pro-p group of cohomological dimension cdp(G)=n, of homolog-
ical type FPn and of Euler characteristics 0. Suppose that N is a normal closed subgroup
of G such that N is of homological type FPn−1 and G/N is a pro-p group of ﬁnite rank.
Then N is of homological type FPn and G/N has ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension
vcdp(G/N) = cdp(G) − cdp(N).
In particular either N has a ﬁnite index in G or N has cohomological dimension at most
cdp(G) − 1.
In [31, Corollary 3.3] it is shown that for a ﬁnitely presented pro-p group G of positive
deﬁciency and of cohomological dimension cdp(G) = 2 every ﬁnitely presented, normal,
closed subgroup N of inﬁnite index in G is a free pro-p group, G has deﬁciency 1 and
either N  Zp or G/N is virtually procyclic. We go a bit further and show that a pro-p
group of deﬁciency 1 that is (topologically ﬁnitely generated)-by-(inﬁnite pro-p cyclic) has
cohomological dimension at most 2.
Corollary 5. Let G be a ﬁnitely presented pro-p group of deﬁciency 1with a (topologically)
ﬁnitely generated, normal, closed subgroup N such thatG/N  Zp. Then N is a free pro-p
group. In particular the commutator subgroup G′ is a free pro-p group and either G has
cohomological dimension 2 or G  Zp.
1. Preliminaries on the homological invariants m(G,A)
Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group,  : G → R be a non-zero character and A be a left
Z[G]-module of type FPm. Then the homological invariant m(G,A) as deﬁned in [4] is
m(G,A) = {[] ∈ S(G) | A is of homological type FPm over Z[G]},
where G is the monoid {g ∈ G | (g)0} and S(G) is the character sphere {[] = R>0 |
 ∈ Hom(G,R)\{0}}.
Theorem 5 ([4, Theorem B]). Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group, H a subgroup of G that
contains the commutator subgroupG′ of G and A be a left Z[G]-module of type FPm. Then
A is of type FPm over Z[H ] if and only if S(G,H)={[] ∈ S(G) | (H)=0} ⊆ m(G,A).
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Let  : G → R be a non-zero character. Then the Novikov completion ẐG of Z[G]
with respect to the character  is a subset of ZG =∏g∈G Z and we write an element of∏
g∈G Z as a formal, possibly inﬁnite sum
∑
g∈G,zg∈Z zgg. By deﬁnition
ẐG =
⎧⎨
⎩
∑
g∈G,zg∈Z
zgg | for any j the set {g ∈ G | zg 	= 0, (g)j} is ﬁnite
⎫⎬
⎭ .
Note that ẐG is a ring with multiplication induced by the group operation in G and Z[G]
is a subring of ẐG.
Theorem 6 ([5, TheoremB.4.6]). Let A be a leftZ[G]-module of type FPm and  : G → R
be a non-zero character. Then [] ∈ m(G,A) if and only if TorZ[G]i (ẐG, A) = 0 for all
i = 0, 1, . . . , m.
Actually in [5, Theorem B.4.6] a more general result is stated i.e. each of the conditions
[] ∈ m(G,A) and TorZ[G]i (ẐG, A)=0 for all i=0, 1, . . . , m is equivalent to a third one
that we will not discuss here. A proof of a homotopy version of Theorem 6 is included in a
more recent version of the book shown to me recently by Bieri and the completed proofs of
[5, Theorem B.4.6] can be found in the diploma thesis [27]. Furthermore the Bieri–Strebel
criterion in the case of discrete characters has a generalisation which treats non-acyclic
complexes following Ranicki’s approach [22] and was further generalised in [13].
2. Proofs of the results about the Kaplansky property
We start with a simple result.
Lemma 1. Let G be a ﬁnitely generated ﬁnite-by-abelian group,  : G → R a non-zero
character. Then
(a) the Novikov ring ẐG embeds in a matrix algebra over a commutative ring;
(b) the Novikov ring ẐG has the Kaplansky property.
Proof. (a) Note that as G is ﬁnite-by-abelian, it is central-by-ﬁnite. Let A be the centre of G
andT be right transversal ofA inG, soT is ﬁnite. A typical element of the Novikov ring ẐG
is a sum (in general inﬁnite) ∑a∈A,t∈T ,za,t∈Z za,t at with support {at | za,t 	= 0} having
only ﬁnitely many elements of {g ∈ G | (g)j} for every j. Rewriting∑a∈A,t∈T za,t at
as
∑
t∈T (
∑
a∈A za,t a)t we get a decomposition
ẐG 
⊕
t∈T
ẐAt =: V .
Then ẐG acts on the free left ẐA-module V (of rank |T | = s) via left multiplication in
ẐG. This gives an embedding of the Novikov ring ẐG into the matrix algebra Ms(ẐA).
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(b) SupposeB,C are elements of thematrix algebraMn(ẐG). Bypart (a) ẐG embeds in
Ms(ẐA), henceMn(ẐG) embeds inMns(ẐA). Finally we note that Kaplansky property
always holds formatrices over commutative rings as there determinants and inversematrices
can be used i.e. thinking of B,C as elements of Mns(ẐA) we have BC = Ins implies that
det(B) is an invertible element of ẐA, hence there is an inverse of B in Mns(ẐA) that
should be the right inverse C, so CB = Ins . 
Proof of Theorem 3. LetG be a ﬁnitely generated group,  : G → R a non-zero character
and N a ﬁnitely generated, residually ﬁnite subgroup of Ker() such that G′ ⊆ N . Let N0
be a normal subgroup of N of ﬁnite index, say c. As N is ﬁnitely generated there are only
ﬁnitely many normal subgroups of N of index c, so the intersection N1 = ⋂g∈G Ng0 is
actually an intersection of ﬁnitely many subgroups of N of index c, hence is of ﬁnite index
in N. In particular the intersection of all normal subgroups of G that are contained in N and
have a ﬁnite index in N is trivial.
We claim that the Novikov ring ẐG embeds in the inverse limit M of the Novikov rings
̂Z(G/H)H , where the limit is over the normal subgroups H of G having ﬁnite index in
N, with maps induced by the projection maps G/H1 → G/H2 for H1 ⊆ H2 and H :
G/H → R being the character induced by . The projection maps ẐG → ̂Z(G/H)H
induce a homomorphism of rings  : ẐG → M .
Let =∑g∈G,zg∈Z zgg be a non-zero element of ẐG. Considermin{(g) | zg 	= 0}=s0
and let T0 be the ﬁnite non-empty set {g ∈ G | zg 	= 0, (g) = s0} ⊆ the support of  in
G. By the ﬁrst paragraph of the proof there is a subgroup N1 of ﬁnite index in N such that
N1 is normal in G and the images of the elements of T0 in G/N1 are all different. Then the
image of  in ̂Z(G/N1)N1 is not zero, hence  is injective.
Finallyweobserve that byLemma1 theKaplanskyproperty holds for the rings ̂Z(G/H)H
of the inverse system, hence the Kaplansky property holds for the inverse limit M.
3. Proof of Theorem 1 and its corollaries
3.1. Proof of Theorem 1
LetG be a group of geometric dimension nwith a ﬁniteK(G, 1)-complexY of dimension
n. Furthermore we suppose that Y has Euler characteristics zero. Then G acts freely on the
universal covering space Y˜ of Y and Y˜ is a contractible CW-complex of dimension n. The
cellular chain complexF of Y˜ is a free resolution of the trivial Z[G]-modules Z
F : 0 → Fn  Z[G]mn n−→Fn−1  Z[G]mn−1
n−1−→· · · 1−→F0
 Z[G]m0 0−→Z −→ 0,
wheremi is the rank of the free Z[G]-moduleFi . In particular the cohomological dimension
cd(G) is at most n.
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Let  : G → R be a non-zero character such that (N) = 0. Consider the Novikov’s
completion ẐG of Z[G] at  and the complex
C= ẐG⊗Z[G]F : 0 → Cn  ẐGmn dn−→Cn−1  ẐGmn−1
dn−1−→· · ·
d1−→C0  ẐGm0
d0−→ ẐG⊗Z[G]Z  0 −→ 0,
where di = idẐG⊗Z[G]i . As N is of homological type FPn−1 by Theorem 5 [] ∈
n−1(G,Z). Then by Theorem 6
TorZ[G]j (ẐG,Z) = 0 for all j = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1,
so the complex C is exact in dimensions −1, 0, 1, . . . , n− 1. Our aim is to show that dn is
injective. This will imply that TorZ[G]n (ẐG,Z) = 0 and so by Theorem 6 [] ∈ n(G,Z).
As this is true for arbitrary [] ∈ S(G,N) by Theorem 5 N is of homological type FPn, as
required.
Now we prove that the map dn is injective. First we deﬁne Pi to be the image of di+1 for
0 in − 1. Note that P0 = C0 is a free ẐG-module, hence C1  P0 ⊕ P1 and P1 is a
projective ẐG-module. Using induction on i together with the fact that the complex C is
exact in all dimensions −1, 0, 1, . . . , n − 1 we deduce that
Ci  Pi ⊕ Pi−1 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1.
Now deﬁne the surjective homomorphism of ẐG-modules
 : B = Cn ⊕ Pn−2 ⊕ Pn−3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ P1 ⊕ P0 → D
= Pn−1 ⊕ Pn−2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ P1 ⊕ P0
by = dn ⊕ idPn−2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ idP1 ⊕ idP0 i.e. all the maps in the direct sum are the identity
ones except for the ﬁrst one that is dn. Note that if n is even
D  (Pn−1 ⊕ Pn−2) ⊕ · · · ⊕ (P1 ⊕ P0)  Cn−1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C3 ⊕ C1
 ẐGmn−1+···+m3+m1
and
B = Cn ⊕ (Pn−2 ⊕ Pn−3) ⊕ · · · ⊕ (P2 ⊕ P1) ⊕ P0
Cn ⊕ Cn−2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C2 ⊕ C0
 ẐGmn+mn−2+···+m2+m0 .
If n is odd
D  (Pn−1 ⊕ Pn−2) ⊕ · · · ⊕ (P2 ⊕ P1) ⊕ P0
Cn−1 ⊕ Cn−3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C2 ⊕ C0
 ẐGmn−1+mn−3+···+m2+m0
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and
B = Cn ⊕ (Pn−2 ⊕ Pn−3) ⊕ · · · ⊕ (P1 ⊕ P0)
Cn ⊕ Cn−2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C3 ⊕ C1
 ẐGmn+mn−2+···+m3+m1 .
Note that as the Euler characteristics of Y is 0∑
i par
mi =
∑
i impar
mi = ,
thus in both cases
B  ẐG  D.
Finally as  is a homomorphism of free ẐG-modules of the same rank  it can be rep-
resented by a matrix M1 ∈ M(ẐG) i.e. the coordinates of (b) for some b ∈ B are
the elements of the matrix-line b¯M1, where b¯ is the matrix-line with entries the coordi-
nates of b. The fact that  is surjective is equivalent with the existence of a matrix M2 ∈
M(ẐG) such that M2M1 is the identity matrix I. By Theorem 3 ẐG satisﬁes the Ka-
plansky property, hence M1M2 = I, in particular  is injective. Then dn is injective as
required.
3.2. Proof of Corollary 1
The following Proposition 1 stems from the work of Bieri in [3,2]. The case n= 2 is [2,
Theorem B + Remark 5.4] and the case n> 2 under some more restrictive hypothesis for
N but without the hypothesis that G/N is abelian is done in [3, Theorem 8.4]. Corollary 1
follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 1.
Proposition 1. Let G be a ﬁnitely generated group of cohomological dimension cd(G) =
n and N be a normal subgroup of G of homological type FPn such that G/N is abelian.
Then G/N has ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension vcd(G/N) = cd(G) − cd(N).
Proof. Note thatG/N is a ﬁnitely generated abelian group, so direct sum of a ﬁnite abelian
group with a free abelian group. As the property FPm and the cohomological dimension
are preserved when going down to a subgroup of ﬁnite index we can substitute G with any
subgroup G1 such that N ⊆ G1 and G/G1 is ﬁnite. So without loss of generality we can
assume that G/N is free abelian, say
G/N  Zm for some m0.
If m = 0 there is nothing to prove, so we can assume that m1.
Let cd(N) = k, as cd(N)cd(G) = n the group N is of homological type FPk . By [3,
Proposition 5.1] there is a free Z[N ]-module F such that Hk(N, F ) 	= 0. Furthermore by
[3, Theorem 1.3] as N is of type FPk the functor Hk(N, ) commutes with direct limits,
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in particular commutes with direct sums and so Hk(N, F ) is a direct sum of copies of
Hk(N,Z[N ]), so
Hk(N,Z[N ]) 	= 0.
As in [3, p. 117] the fact that N is of type FPk implies the existence of an isomorphism of
(left) Z[G/N ]-modules
Hk(N,Z[G])  Z[G/N ]⊗ZHk(N,Z[N ]),
where the Z[G/N ] action on the tensor product is via left multiplication on the component
Z[G/N ], the Z[G/N ] action on the left-hand side of the isomorphism is the one used in
the calculation of the E∗,k2 -term of the Lyndon–Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence
E
p,q
2 = Hp(G/N,Hq(N,Z[G]))⇒p H
p+q(G,Z[G]).
We observe that the original argument in [3, p. 117] is for right modules but the modiﬁcation
from right to left modules is obvious. It is well known that
cd(G) = ncd(G/N) + cd(N) = m + k.
Here we show that the equality holds when N is of type FPk . As G/N  Zm is a
Poincare duality group of dimension m we have Hj(G/N,Z[G/N ]) = 0 for j 	= m and
Hm(G/N,Z[G/N ])  Z. Note that for 0pm, 0qk
E
p,q
2 = Hp(G/N,Hq(N,Z[G])) = Hp(G/N,Z[G/N ]⊗ZHq(N,Z[N ]))
Hp(G/N,Z[G/N ])⊗ZHq(N,Z[N ])
and for p>m or q > k
E
p,q
2 = 0.
So the spectral sequence {Ep,q2 }p,q has only one non-zero column {Em,q2 }q and hence
collapses i.e.
E
m,q
2  Em,q∞  Hm+q(G,Z[G]) for any q0.
Then
Hm+k(G,Z[G])  Em,k2 = Hm(G/N,Z[G/N ])⊗ZHk(N,Z[N ])
 Z⊗ZHk(N,Z[N ])  Hk(N,Z[N ]) 	= 0,
so cd(G)m + k. 
3.3. Proof of Corollary 2
By [12, Theorem 2 + Lemma, p. 273] G is of geometric dimension at most 2, so of
cohomological dimension at most 2. IfG is not of cohomological dimension 2 then it should
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be of cohomological dimension 1, so is free by the Swan-Stalling’s result [8, Theorem 3.15,
p. 114]. Furthermore as G has deﬁciency one G  Z and the commutator subgroup G′ is
trivial.
If G has cohomological dimension 2 then it has geometric dimension 2 and by Corollary
1 for the ﬁnitely generated group N =G′ the commutator subgroup G′ has cohomological
dimension one, hence is free.
3.4. Proof of Theorem 2 and Corollary 3
Let X˜ be the universal covering of X. Then the cellular chain complex of X˜ over Z is
F:0→FnZ[G]mn n−→Fn−1Z[G]mn−1
n−1−→· · · 1−→F0Z[G]m0 0−→Z −→ 0,
wheremi is the number of cells of X of dimension i. Let [] ∈ ∞(G,Z). Then by Theorem
6 TorZ[G]i (ẐG,Z) = 0 for all i. In particular the complex
ẐG⊗Z[G]F : 0 → ẐGmn dn−→ ẐGmn−1
dn−1−→· · · d1−→ ẐGm0
d0−→ ẐG⊗Z[G]Z  0
is exact, where di = idẐG⊗Z[G]i . Finally we note that the rank of a ﬁnitely generated
free ẐG-module is uniquely determined as ẐG has a quotient that is an integral domain
i.e. let Q be the quotient of the abelianization Gab = G/[G,G] modulo the torsion part of
Gab, then  induces a character 0 of Q and ẐQ0 is a domain and a quotient of ẐG. Then
we can apply [25, Lemma 2.7] to deduce∑i (−1)imi = 0.
Finally Corollary 3 follows from Theorems 2 and 5. Theorem 5 guarantees that every
[] ∈ S(G,N) is an element of ∞(G,Z), hence ∞(G,Z) 	= ∅.
4. Preliminaries on pro-p groups
In this section we consider some facts about pro-p groups that will be used in the proof
of Theorem 4. Good references for the categories of pro-p Zp[[G]]-modules and discrete
Zp[[G]]-modules with continuous G-action are [24,28,32], here Zp[[G]] denotes the com-
pleted group algebra of G with coefﬁcient ring Zp i.e.
Zp[[G]] = lim←−
i, U
(Z/piZ)[G/U ],
where the inverse limit is over all positive integers i and all open normal subgroups U of
G. We note that the modules if not otherwise stated are left ones and that in the categories
mentioned above all G-actions are continuous. In order not to confuse the homology, coho-
mology, Hom, Tor and Ext functors in the pro-p category with the corresponding functors
in the abstract category we use upper hat to denote the above functors in the category of
pro-p groups and pro-p modules. Still if we work with a complex C of pro-p modules we
will use the traditional notation Hi(C) or Hi(C) for the homology or cohomology groups
of the complex. Note that in this case the traditional homology Hi(C) has an induced pro-p
structure as it is a quotient of a kernel by an image of some continuous maps of compacts.
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We use the notation ⊗̂ for the completed tensor product in the category of pro-p modules
and the traditional notation⊗ for the abstract tensor product. By [24, Proposition 5.5.3d] for
a proﬁnite ring R and proﬁnite R-modules V1 and V2 if one of the modules is (topologically)
ﬁnitely generated there is a natural isomorphism V1⊗̂RV2  V1⊗RV2.
By deﬁnition the cohomological dimension cdp(G) of a pro-p group G is
supp{k | there is a discrete Zp[[G]]-module W with Ĥ k(G,W) 	= 0}.
Here Ĥ k(G, ) = ÊxtkZp[[G]](Zp, ) is the cohomology functor, the kth (right) derived
functor of̂HomZp[[G]](Zp, ), that can be calculated using either projective resolution of
the trivial (left) Zp[[G]]-module Zp in the category of (left) pro-p Zp[[G]]-modules or
injective resolution ofW in the category of (left) discrete Zp[[G]]-modules with continuous
G-action to get Ĥ k(G,W). The categories of pro-p Zp[[G]]-modules and discrete Zp[[G]]-
modules with continuous G-action are dual via the Pontryagin duality [24, Section 5.1].
The homology group Ĥk(G, ) = T̂orZp[[G]]k ( ,Zp) is the kth (left) derived functor of
the completed tensor product functor ⊗̂Zp[[G]]Zp and can be calculated via projective
resolutions of the trivial (left) pro-p Zp[[G]]-module Zp or via a projective resolution of V
in the category of (right) pro-p Zp[[G]]-modules to obtain Ĥk(G, V ).
We note that by [32, Proposition 7.5.1] if R is a proﬁnite local ring every ﬁnitely gen-
erated (abstractly or topologically is the same) proﬁnite projective R-modules is free. In
particular if G is a pro-p group and k is a commutative pro-p ring the completed group
algebra k[[G]] is a local ring and every ﬁnitely generated projective k[[G]]-module is free
[32, Corollary 7.5.4]. By deﬁnition a topological module is topologically Noetherian if
every non-empty family of closed submodules has a maximal element. In the case of a
proﬁnite local ring R a proﬁnite R-module M is topologically Noetherian if and only if it
is abstractly Noetherian [32, Proposition 8.6.4]. A pro-p group G is said to be of homolog-
ical type FPm if the trivial pro-p Zp[[G]]-module Zp has a projective resolution of pro-p
Zp[[G]]-modules such that all modules in dimension m are ﬁnitely generated (topolog-
ically or abstractly is the same). In the following lemmas we collect several well-known
results.
Lemma 2. Let G be a pro-p group and N be a closed normal subgroup of G such that
Zp[[G/N ]] is left and right Noetherian (abstractly or topologically is the same). Then the
following are equivalent:
(a) G is of homological type FPm;
(b) the homology groups Ĥi(N,Zp) are (topologically) ﬁnitely generated as pro-p Zp
[[G/N ]]-modules for i = 1, . . . , m, where the G/N action on the homology groups
is induced by the action of G on N via conjugation. In particular for N = G we
have Ĥi(G,Zp) is (topologically) ﬁnitely generated as an abelian pro-p group for
i = 1, . . . , m;
(c) the homology groups Ĥi(N, Fp) are (topologically) ﬁnitely generated as pro-p Fp
[[G/N ]]-modules for i = 1, . . . , m, where the G/N action on the homology groups is
induced by the action of G on N via conjugation. In particular for N = G we have
Ĥi(G, Fp) is ﬁnite for i = 1, . . . , m;
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(d) the cohomology groups Ĥ i(G, V ) are ﬁnite for every ﬁnite discrete Zp[[G]]-module V
with continuous G-action and for every i = 1, . . . , m;
(e) the cohomology groups Ĥ i(G, Fp) are ﬁnite for i = 1, . . . , m.
Remark. The equivalence between (a) and (c) requires only that Fp[[G/N ]] is left and
right Noetherian.
Proof. The equivalence between (a)–(c) follows from [15, Section 3, Theorem 2]. The
equivalence between (a) and (d) is shown in [30, Proposition 4.2.3]. Finally we show that
(e) implies (d). Indeed by [24, Lemma 7.1.5] every simple discrete Zp[[G]]-module with
continuous G-action is isomorphic to Fp and so every ﬁnite discrete Zp[[G]]-module V
with continuousG-action has a ﬁnite ﬁltration of discrete Zp[[G]]-submodules with factors
isomorphic to Fp. Then by induction on the length of this ﬁltration that is in fact the
dimension of V as a vector space over Fp there is a Zp[[G]]-submodule W of V such that
V/W is isomorphic to the trivialZp[[G]]-module Fp and all cohomology groups Ĥ i(G,W)
are ﬁnite for i = 1, . . . , m. Then by the long exact sequence in cohomology
0 → Ĥ 0(G,W) → Ĥ 0(G, V ) → Ĥ 0(G, Fp) → Ĥ 1(G,W) → · · ·
→ Ĥ i(G,W) → Ĥ i(G, V ) → Ĥ i(G, Fp) → Ĥ i+1(G,W) → · · ·
together with the fact that for every i=1, . . . , m and for V˜ =W and V˜ =Fp the cohomology
groups Ĥ i(G, V˜ ) are ﬁnite, we deduce that (d) holds. 
Lemma 3. Let G be a pro-p group with an open subgroup H. Then
(a) if G is of homological type FPm the group H is of homological type FPm;
(b) if G is of ﬁnite cohomological dimension cdp(G) = n the group H is of ﬁnite cohomo-
logical dimension cdp(H) = n;
(c) if G is a group of Euler characteristics 0 the group H has Euler characteristics 0.
Proof. (a) This is [30, Proposition 4.2.1].
(b) This is a partial case of [24, Theorem 7.3.1].
(c) It follows from the equality H = [G : H ]G, where H and G are the Euler
characteristics of H and G respectively [28, I.4.1, Example (b)]. 
We ﬁnish the preliminaries on pro-p groups revising Lazard’s classiﬁcation of p-adic
analytic pro-p groups [16] and the uniformly powerful group approach [17] as stated in
[9]. We remark that a powerful ﬁnitely generated pro-p group is uniform if and only if it is
torsion-free [9, Theorem 4.8]. We say that a pro-p group is of ﬁnite rank if it satisﬁes the
condition of [9, Chapter 3.2].
Theorem 7 (Dixon et al. [9, Corollary 9.3.6]). For a topological group G the following
are equivalent:
(a) G is a compact p-adic analytic group;
(b) G contains a normal, open, uniformly powerful pro-p subgroup of ﬁnite index;
(c) G is a ﬁnitely generated proﬁnite group containing an open subgroup which is a pro-p
group of ﬁnite rank.
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5. Proof of Theorem 4 and its corollaries
5.1. Proof of Theorem 4
Let G and N be pro-p groups satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 4.
Lemma 4. There is a free resolution of the trivial left Zp[[G]]-module Zp with ﬁnitely
generated free pro-p Zp[[G]]-modules
· · · i+1−→Fi i−→· · · 3−→F2 2−→F1 1−→F0 −→ Zp −→ 0
such that Fj = 0 for all jn+ 1 and every Fi is of ﬁnite rank mi such that the alternating
sum m0 − m1 + m2 − · · · is zero.
Proof. AsG is of homological typeFPn there is a projective resolution ofZp in the category
of pro-p Zp[[G]]-modules
· · · i+1−→Fi i−→· · · 3−→F2 2−→F1 1−→F0 0−→Zp −→ 0
with all Fi (topologically) ﬁnitely generated for in. Note that the short exact sequence
0 → Im i+1  Ker i → Fi → Im i → 0
gives a long exact sequence in Êxt and so for every discrete Zp[[G]]-module V with con-
tinuous G-action and j1
Êxt
j
Zp[[G]](Im i+1, V )  Êxt
j+1
Zp[[G]](Im i , V ).
Then for P = Im n = Ker n−1 and j1 we have
Êxt
j
Zp[[G]](P, V )  Êxt
j+n
Zp[[G]](Im 0 = Zp, V ) = 0,
where the last inequality comes from the fact that the cohomological dimension cdp(G)=n.
Hence the functor̂HomZp[[G]](P, ) in the category of discrete Zp[[G]]-modules with
continuous G-action is exact and P is a projective pro-p Zp[[G]]-module. Thus there is an
exact complex
F : 0 −→ P −→ Fn−1
n−1−→Fn−2
n−2−→· · · 1−→F0 0−→Zp −→ 0.
By an obvious pro-p version of [6, Chapter 8, Proposition 4.3] stated in [30, Proposition
3.7.1] since G is of type FPn and all F0, F1, . . . , Fn−1 are (topologically) ﬁnitely generated
projective pro-pZp[[G]]-modules,P is ﬁnitely generated as pro-pZp[[G]]-module. Finally
we note that as Zp[[G]] is a local ring every ﬁnitely generated (topologically or abstractly
is the same) pro-p Zp[[G]]-module is a free pro-p Zp[[G]]-module [32, Corollary 7.5.4],
in particular Fi is free of ﬁnite rank mi for in where by abuse of notation P = Fn.
Let F˜ be the deleted resolution obtained fromF by deleting Zp. Consider the complex
Fp⊗Zp[[G]]F˜, then its ith dimensional module is Fmip for 0 in and the alternating sum
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of the dimensions of the homologies of Fp⊗Zp[[G]]F˜ is zero since the Euler characteristics
of G is zero. Then the alternating sum m0 − m1 + m2 − · · · is zero as required. 
Let N be the normal closed subgroup of G given by the assumptions of Theorem 4 and
deﬁne R = Fp[[G/N ]]. We deﬁne an abstract ring S as being the skew ring of fractions of
R. This is possible as Fp[[G/N ]] is without zero divisors and is left and right Noetherian
[10, Chapter 9].
Proposition 2. The homology group Ĥn(N, Fp)= T̂orZp[[N ]]n (Fp,Zp)= 0. In particular N
is of homological type FPn.
Proof. Consider a free resolution of the trivial left pro-p Zp[[G]]-module Zp given by
Lemma 4
0 −→ Fn n−→Fn−1
n−1−→Fn−2
n−2−→· · · 1−→F0 −→ Zp −→ 0
i.e. Fi is free pro-p Zp[[G]]-module of rank mi0 and the alternating sum m0 − m1 +
m2 − · · · is zero. We apply Fp⊗̂Zp[[N ]] to this complex and obtain a complex
K : 0 −→ Rmn dn−→· · · d2−→Rm1 d1−→Rm0 d0−→ Fp −→ 0,
where R = Fp[[G/N ]]. By Lemma 2 as N is of homological type FPn−1 the homology
groups Hi(K)  Ĥi(N, Fp) are ﬁnite for all in − 1. Note that if V is a (left) R-module
and V is ﬁnite dimensional vector space over Fp then S⊗RV = 0. Indeed there exists an
element of inﬁnite order g¯ ∈ (G/N)\{1} such that g¯z − 1 is invertible in S for every
z ∈ Z\{0} and as V is ﬁnite there is some j > 0 such that g¯j − 1 acts like zero on V.
Then applying the functor S⊗R toKwe obtain a complexC=S⊗RK of abstract free
(left) S-modules
0→Cn=Smn idS⊗Rdn−→ Cn−1=Smn−1 → · · · idS⊗Rd1−→ C0=Sm0 → 0=S⊗RFp → 0
with Hi(C)= 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 since Hi(K) is ﬁnite for every in− 1. Since the
alternating sum m0 −m1 +m2 − · · · is zero the argument from the proof of Theorem 1 can
be used to show that the map idS⊗Rdn from the above complex is injective i.e. deﬁne Pi
as the image of idS⊗Rdi+1 and deﬁne a surjective homomorphism of abstract S-modules
 : B = Cn ⊕ Pn−2 ⊕ Pn−3 ⊕ · · · ⊕ P1 ⊕ P0 → D
= Pn−1 ⊕ Pn−2 ⊕ · · · ⊕ P1 ⊕ P0
by =(idSn⊗Rdn)⊕ idPn−2 ⊕· · ·⊕ idP1 ⊕ idP0 . Observe thatC0=P0, Ci  Pi ⊕Pi−1 for
1 in − 1 and P0, P1, . . . , Pn−1 are abstract projective S-modules. Then B  D  S,
where =∑i even mi =∑i odd mi .
Finallywenote thatS is a division ring, hence its unique left ideals are 0 andR. In particular
S is a left hereditary ring and by [26, Chapter 4, Theorem 4.17] every submodule of a free
S-module is a direct sum of copies of left ideals of S, so is free. Thus the kernel of  is a free
S-module, say or rank k, so S  B  D⊕Ker()  S+k . By the Jordan–Holder theorem
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the rank of ﬁnitely generated free modules over division rings is uniquely determined and
equals the number of factors in a composition series. In particular k=0 and  and idS⊗Rdn
are injective.
Then we have a commutative diagram
Smn
idS⊗Rdn−→ Smn−1
↑ ↑
Rmn
dn−→ Rmn−1
where the vertical maps are the injective maps induced by the inclusion of R in S. As
idS⊗Rdn is injective themapdn is injective, so Ĥn(N, Fp)=T̂orZp[[N ]]n (Fp,Zp)  Hn(K)=
0. In particular as N is of homological type FPn−1 and Ĥn(N, Fp)= 0 is ﬁnite, by Lemma
2 N is of homological type FPn, as required. 
Finally we ﬁnish the proof of Theorem 4. By Proposition 2 N is of type FPn. Then by
Lemma 2 the cohomology group Ĥ i(N, Fp) is ﬁnite for all 1 in and by [31, TheoremA]
G/N has ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension vcdp(G/N)=cdp(G)−cdp(N). In partic-
ular asG/N is inﬁnite, vcdp(G/N)1 and cdp(N)=cdp(G)−vcdp(G/N)cdp(G)−1.
We ﬁnish this section with a direct proof of the inequality cdp(N)n − 1 that does not
involve the results from [31]. It is well known that a pro-p group H is of cohomological
dimension cdp(H)m if and only if Ĥm+1(H, Fp) = 0 [24, Corollary 7.1.6]. We give
homological version of this result in Lemma 5. By Lemma 5 for m= n− 1 and H =N we
get directly that cdp(N)n−1.We note that Lemma 5will be needed in the proof of Coroll-
ary 5.We remind the reader that byour deﬁnitionof homology Ĥi(H, )=T̂orZp[[H ]]i ( ,Zp).
Lemma 5. Let H be a pro-p group such that
Ĥm+1(H, Fp) = T̂orZp[[H ]]m+1 (Fp,Zp) = 0.
Then H has ﬁnite cohomological dimension cdp(H)m.
Proof. Let
0 −→ M −→ Pm m−→· · · → P1 1−→P0 0−→Zp → 0
be an exact complex of left pro-p Zp[[H ]]-modules with P0, P1, . . . , Pm projective and Zp
being the trivial module. To prove that cdp(H)m is sufﬁcient to show that M = 0, as the
above complex will be a projective resolution and can be used to calculate Ĥm+1(H,D)=0
for every discrete Zp[[H ]]-module D with continuous H-action. We will show that some
restrictions on the map m enforce M = 0.
We show by induction on 0 im that T̂orZp[[H ]]m+1−i (Fp, Im(i ))= 0, the case i = 0 being
given by the hypothesis of the lemma. Indeed there is a short exact sequence of pro-p
Zp[[H ]]-modules
0 −→ Im(i+1) = Ker(i ) −→ Pi
i−→ Im(i ) −→ 0
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that induces a long exact sequence in homology and for 0 i <m
· · · −→ T̂orZp[[H ]]m+1−i (Fp, Pi) = 0 −→ T̂or
Zp[[H ]]
m+1−i (Fp, Im(i ))
i−→
T̂orZp[[H ]]m−i (Fp, Im(i+1)) −→ T̂or
Zp[[H ]]
m−i (Fp, Pi) = 0 −→ · · ·
In particular the connecting homomorphism i is an isomorphism of abelian pro-p groups
for 0 i <m and hence
T̂orZp[[H ]]1 (Fp, Im(m))  · · ·  T̂or
Zp[[H ]]
m+1 (Fp, Im(0)) = 0.
Finally consider the short exact sequence of pro-p Zp[[H ]]-modules
0 −→ M −→ Pm −→ Im(m) = Ker(m−1) −→ 0
and the corresponding long exact sequence in homology
· · · −→ 0 = T̂orZp[[H ]]1 (Fp, Im(m)) −→ Fp⊗̂Zp[[H ]]M −→
Fp⊗̂Zp[[H ]]Pm
−→ Fp⊗̂Zp[[H ]]Im(m) −→ 0.
Note that Pm can be chosen in such a way that the generating set of Pm has the minimal
possible cardinality for aﬁxedKer(m−1) i.e. this is equivalentwithbeing an isomorphism.
Then Fp⊗̂Zp[[H ]]M = 0 and since Zp[[H ]] is a local ring, M = 0 [7, Theorem 1.5]. 
5.2. Proof of Corollary 4
By Lemma 3 any open subgroup of G has homological type FPn, has cohomological
dimension that equals cdp(G) = n and is of Euler characteristics 0. As the quotient group
G/N is of ﬁnite rank by the results from the preliminaries, namely Theorem 7, G/N is
virtually uniformly powerful. Thus we can assume that G/N is uniformly powerful. Then
as G/N is uniform it does not have non-trivial elements of ﬁnite order [9, Theorem 4.8].
By the main result of [20] the completed group algebra Zp[[H ]] of analytic torsion-free
pro-p group H does not have zero divisors. If H is uniformly powerful Fp[[H ]] does not
have zero divisors [15, Section 4, Theorem 2] and Fp[[H ]] is left and right Noetherian
[32, 8.6.5, 8.7.10]. Then if N has inﬁnite index in G we can apply Theorem 4. Thus the
group N is of homological type FPn and G/N has ﬁnite virtual cohomological dimension
vcdp(G/N) = cdp(G) − cdp(N), in particular cdp(N)n − 1. If N has ﬁnite index in G
then N has the same homological type and cohomological dimension as G.
5.3. Proof of Corollary 5
Let
· · · −→ F3 3−→F2 2−→F1 1−→F0 = Zp[[G]] 0−→Zp −→ 0
be a free resolution of the trivial (left) pro-p Zp[[G]]-module Zp with Fi being of ﬁnite
rank mi for i = 0, 1, 2 and m2 + m0 = m1. This is possible as G has deﬁciency 1. As in
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the proof of Proposition 2 we apply the functor Fp⊗̂Zp[[N ]] to this complex and obtain a
complex
K : · · · −→ Fp⊗̂Zp[[N ]]F3
d3−→ Fp[[G/N ]]m2 d2−→ Fp[[G/N ]]m1
d1−→ Fp[[G/N ]]m0 d0−→ Fp −→ 0
withH1(K)  H1(N, Fp)  N/Np[N,N ]ﬁnite andH0(K)=0. Let S be the abstract ﬁeld
of fractions of Fp[[G/N ]]  Fp[[t]]. Applying the abstract tensor product S⊗Fp[[G/N]]
toK we obtain a complex of abstract S-modules
S⊗Fp[[G/N]]K : · · · −→ C3
id⊗d3−→ C2 = Sm2 id⊗d2−→ C1 = Sm1
−→ C0 = Sm0 −→ C−1 = S⊗Fp[[G/N]]Fp = 0
with Hi(S⊗Fp[[G/N]]K) = 0 for i = 0, 1 since Hi(K) is ﬁnite for i = 0, 1. Counting
dimensions over S we get that id ⊗ d2 is injective, hence d2 is injective and H2(N, Fp) =
H2(K) = Ker d2/Im d3 = 0. Thus by Lemma 5 cdp(N)1 and so cdp(G′)cdp(N)1.
By Serre’s result [24, Theorem 7.7.4] either N = 1, hence G  Zp or N is a non-trivial free
pro-p group. In the latest case cdp(G)cdp(N)+ cdp(G/N)= 2. As N is (topologically)
ﬁnitely generated by [24, Proposition 7.4.2(b)(i)] we have equality cdp(G) = cdp(N) +
cdp(G/N) = 2.
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